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ABSTRACT

Part of the tunnel spoil can not be used for concrete due to alkali-aggregate reaction (AAR). Water is an indis-
pensable condition for AAR, so separating the alkali-aggregate from water is of great benefit to controlling the
AAR. This paper investigates the modification of concrete and aggregate by hydrophobic impregnation and
organic coating and then evaluates their waterproof and mechanical properties by dynamic contact angle
(DCA), ultrasonic wave velocity, scanning electron microscope (SEM), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),
and so on. For waterproofness, hydrophobic impregnation and organic coating can both improve the waterproof-
ness of concrete and aggregate. The organic coating is suitable for aggregate because it wrap aggregate well. And
aggregate coated by PVA can improve the interfacial transition zone (ITZ). For mechanical properties, both mate-
rials will weaken the strength of the interface. Furthermore, concrete made by aggregate with organic coating
shows plastic deformation and has a good correlation with the film thickness, a plastic estimation model based
on film thickness is proposed. This paper evaluates the waterproof of concrete and aggregate and finds plastic con-
crete with good aggregate waterproofness which provides a new idea for the application of alkali-aggregate in see-
page control facilities of water conservancy projects.
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1 Introduction

Engineering such as tunnel excavation will produce a large amount of spoil which is a kind of waste, the
stacking of spoil will occupy land, cause environmental pollution [1], and form the source causing landslides
[2,3]. Some tunnel spoil cannot be recycled into concrete due to the risk for AAR [4]. AAR refers to the
chemical reaction between the alkali active ingredients of the aggregate and the alkali substances in the
cement resulting in expansion, cracking or even destruction of the concrete [5]. For the mitigation of
alkali-aggregate reaction, many scholars have carried out related research, such as the use of lightweight
aggregates [6], the use of mineral admixtures [7], the use of lithium salt-containing admixtures [8] or the
incorporation of fiber materials [9]. But some scholars focus the alkali-aggregate reaction on water. Water
is very important for the following processes in the alkali-aggregate reaction: (1) Depolymerization and
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dissolution of silica; (2) Alkali transport in concrete; (3) Swelling of alkali-silica gel. The current consensus
among researchers [10–12] is that the swelling of the gel poses a threat to the integrity of the concrete when
the humidity is at a high level only. According to Larive [13], the axial expansion of concrete specimens
exceeds 1% only when the relative humidity exceeds 80%. There are two ways to reduce the contact of
alkaline active ingredients with water: 1) improve the waterproofness of concrete; 2) improve the
waterproofness of aggregates. The use of surface protection systems to improve the water resistance of
concrete is a research hotspot [14–17]. Surface protection systems are harmonized by European standards,
especially EN 1504-2 [18] which include moisture control (MC) and increasing resistivity (IR), these two
are closely related. Both MC and IR can be achieved by hydrophobic impregnation and coating. A widely
used hydrophobic impregnating material is silane impregnating agent which has been extensively
researched on the protection of concrete [19–22], but its protection on aggregate is very little. As an
inexpensive multi-purpose organic compound, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) also has good waterproofness, there
is very little research on it to improve the waterproofness of concrete or aggregates. Based on the obvious
influence of humidity on AAR [23], we carry out this investigation. In this paper, super-hydrophobic
materials (silane impregnating agent) and organic waterproof coating-PVA are selected for modification.
Surface protection systems cannot prevent the infiltration of water caused by the cracking of the concrete
[11,24], but modified aggregate can isolate alkaline active ingredients from the water completely. And, as
an important component of concrete, the aggregate affects the properties of the interface and the ITZ
[25–27], thereby affecting the mechanical properties of the concrete too [28]. As for the modification and
research methods of concrete, there are many researches worth learning [29,30].

So, this paper studies the modification of concrete and aggregate by polyvinyl alcohol and silicane
impregnant with different concentrations and evaluates the waterproof and mechanical properties of the
modified concrete. It found that PVA film with the properity of hydrophilia and waterproofness can improve
the waterproofness of concrete and aggregate, and PVA’s concentration affect the thickness of the PVA film,
the relationship between the two is approximately linear. But the thickness has no obvious effect on the
hydrophilicity and waterproofness. Meanwhile, PVA can wrap aggregates well and it has a significant
negative effect on interfacial adhesion and friction between aggregate and matrix. However, the concrete
using PVA modified aggregate shows plastic deformation. The thicker the coating, the more obvious the
plastic deformation. Silane waterproofing agent can increase the waterproofness of aggregate significantly and
its concentration has a positive effect. But its aggregate coating is easy to desquamate during the concrete
deformation, aggregate modified concrete still shows brittle deformation. Moreover, the adhesion between
aggregate and mortar is weak because of the hydrophobicity of the aggregate. This leads to a decrease in the
compressive strength of concrete, and there is no obvious correlation between the concentration and the
compressive strength. Based on the test, this paper proposes a method for estimating the thickness of organic
coatings based on ultrasonic waves and a correlation model for the coating thickness of aggregate and plastic
properties of concrete. The main contribution of our work is highlighted below:

� The construction of civil engineering will generate a lot of spoil which is a kind of waste, especially
the alkali-active spoil and it can be recycled into concrete aggregate by improving water-proof.

� Investigate the microscopic effects of waterproof alkali-aggregate on concrete.

� Investigate the mechanical mechanism of the concrete with waterproof alkali-aggregate.

� Propose a method to calculate thickness of coating of aggregate based on ultrasonic velocity.

� Propose a calculation model of the coating thickness of aggregate and the plastic properties of concrete.

2 Methods and Materials

Tunnel spoil is slate and rhyolite extracted from Dayukou Tunnel in Leshan City, Sichuan Province,
China, it has been adopted to make for concrete. The aggregate grading curve is shown in Fig. 1a). The
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aggregate is shown in Fig. 1b). The lithofacies analysis [31] of tunnel spoil is shown in Fig. 1c). The alkali-
active mineral accounts for 41.6%, there are alkali-aggregate reaction risks [32] of this tunnel spoil and it
cannot be used as aggregate directly. The cement used in this paper is common Portland cement (P·O 42.5).
The specimen is the standard cubic piece with a size of 100 × 100 × 100 mm. Film conservation in indoor
temperature is selected and the specimen is tested after 28 d.

The technical parameters of waterproof materials are shown in Table 1.

The way of brushing the concrete surface with waterproof materials is called concrete improvement. The
way that aggregate is soaked in the waterproof materials for 24 h and then dried naturally is called aggregate
soaking. The way that concrete is made by soaked aggregate is called aggregate improvement. The
modification schemes of concrete and aggregate are shown in Tables 2 and 3.

Figure 1: Analysis of tunnel spoil

Table 1: Technical parameters of waterproof materials

Silane water repellent Value Polyvinyl alcohol Value

Octyl Triethoxy Silane/% 99.0 Alcoholysis degree/% 99

Hydrolyzable Oxide/(μg·g−1) 36 Degree of polymerization 1700

Density/g·ml−1 0.88 – –
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3 Result and Discussion

3.1 Waterproofness
The concrete is immersed in water for 7 days and then split and observed, the average immersion depth

is about 4.14, 5.06, 4.41, 13.51, 0.97, and 0.65 mm of PS5, PS10, PS15, SS6, SS26, and SS46, respectively.
The immersion depth of water for each concentration of PVA is approximately the same, indicating that the
variation of concentration has no obvious impact on the immersion depth. Silane impregnation agent has a
better effect of anti-immersion than PVA and its effect increases with the increase of concentration.
Furthermore, the water absorption rate for 48 h of concrete improvemen and modified aggregate is
measured as formula (1), the result is shown in Fig. 2. The test is replicated 3 times.

xwnt ¼
m2tðs2tÞ � m1 s1ð Þ
m1 s1ð Þ � m3 s3ð Þ

� 100% (1)

where, ωwnt——Water absorption at different time periods (%)

m1(s1)——Total mass of aggregate and tray before drying (g)

m2t(s2t)——Total mass of aggregate with Saturated surface dry condition and tray before drying (g)

m3(s3)——Mass of tray (g)

t——2 min, 4 min, 8 min, 15 min, 1 h, 2 h, 24 h, and 48 h

The immersion depth and water absorption of concrete have a good consistency. The concrete modified
by PVA and silane impregnation agent both reduce the water absorption of concrete in all periods. However,
PS5, 10, 15 concrete have no significant difference, and their 48 h water absorption rate is about 44% of the
ordinary concrete. The water absorption rate of SS concrete at each period decreases with the increase of the
concentration but that of SS26 and SS46 approached the same. Their 48 h water absorption rate is about 30%
of the ordinary concrete and is significantly lower than SS6.

Table 2: Concrete modification

Concrete Water-cement
ratio

Method Object Materials Concentration/%

NA – 0

SS6,26,46 Concrete
Improvement

Concrete silane impregnation
agent

6,26,46

PS5,10,15 0.45 PVA 5,10,15

SA6,8,10,12,14 Aggregate
Improvement

Concrete silane impregnation
agent

6,8,10,12,14

PA4,6,8,10 PVA 4,6,8,10

Table 3: Aggregate modification

Aggregate Materials Concentration/%

N – –

S6,8,10,12,14 silane impregnation agent 6,8,10,12,14

P4,6,8,10 PVA 4,6,8,10
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For aggregates, silane impregnation agent can reduce the water absorption of aggregate. The higher the
concentration, the more obvious the effect, it is consistent with the result of the concrete test. For every 2%
increase of concentration of silane impregnation agent, water absorption of aggregate decreases by about 6%,
and the water absorption of aggregate corresponding to 14% silane is about 44% of the ordinary aggregate.
But PVA solution improves the water absorption of the modified aggregate obviously with the increase of the
concentration. It is inconsistent with the water absorption of concrete. To research the reasons for
the inconsistency of water absorption between aggregate and concrete, a drop of water is dripped on the
surface of the modified aggregate, and it is observed by microscope, as shown in Fig. 3.

It can be seen that water can penetrate the N aggregate; the P aggregate shows no strong hydrophobicity
but water cannot penetrate it; the S aggregate shows strong hydrophobicity. These properties indicate that
PVA and silane impregnation agent can both improve the waterproofness of alkali-aggregate.

The drop hole was fixed, and the dynamic contact angle (DCA) of the PVA film was observed after the
distilled water was dropped by the sessile drop method, and its change over time is observed. The contact
angle (θ) is the angle from the solid-liquid interface through the inside of the liquid to the gas-liquid

Figure 2: Water absorption of concrete
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interface. If θ < 90°, the solid surface is hydrophilic, the liquid is easier to wet the solid. The smaller the angle,
the better the wettability; if θ > 90°, the solid surface is hydrophobic, the liquid is not easy to wet solids [32].
Two PVA concentrations-low (5%) and high (15%) are selected to test the DCA of the PVA coating by the
sessile drop [33]. The variation in contact angle over time is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 3: Water absorption of alkali-aggregate

Figure 4: DCA of PS5 and PS15 concrete
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The contact angle of the PVA coating is less than 90°, it is hydrophilic which provides the possibility to
apply an anti-wear layer outside the PVA film. High concentration (15%) and low concentration (5%) show
similar contact angles indicating that the concentration has little effect on the hydrophilic of PVA coating.
The contact angle is stable within the 60 s indicating that PVA is a waterproof material. Studies have
shown that silane impregnation agent can greatly increase the contact angle of concrete and make the
surface of the concrete with hydrophobicity [34,35].

In conclusion, PVA can form an effective waterproof film that can effectively prevent moisture from
penetrating concrete and aggregates. The reason for the increase in water absorption after the aggregate is
wrapped is that after the PVA forms a film on the surface of the aggregate, it is easy to cause the aggregates
to bond to each other. After the aggregate is separated, the surface of the modified aggregate will adhere in
excess PVA solids, and the higher the PVA concentration, the more difficult to separate the modified
aggregate, and the more PVA solids attached to the aggregates. Since the shape of excess solid is irregular,
it is easy to attach a lot of water, so the test showed that the higher the concentration of PVA, the higher the
water absorption of the modified aggregates. Water is essential for harmful swelling (ACI SP-144). PVA
and silane waterproofing agent can effectively improve the waterproofness of concrete and aggregate.

3.2 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
There are 4 phases in the microstructure of concrete, namely hardened cement paste, aggregate,

interface, and the ITZ between the matrix and aggregate [36]. It is helpful to research the performance of
concrete by observing the microstructure of each phase of concrete. Research focus on the influence of
aggregate modification on aggregate, interface, and ITZ because of the cement and water-cement ratio are
the same. The combined part of aggregate and mortar matrix was selected for microscopic observation
with scanning electron microscope (SEM). The cylindrical concrete with the size of 50 × 100 mm is
tested by GeoSpec 2/150 nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) core analyzer. The porosity correction needs
to be carried out before the test. When the porosity correction error is less than 0.2%, the full water
sample is put into the instrument to test. And then LithoMetrix software was used to calculate the
permeability of concrete. The result of SEM and NMR of PA and SA concrete is shown in Fig. 5.

For PA-concrete the aggregates and matrix combined well without interstice. For SA-concrete, the
aggregates and matrix combined poorly, and there is an interstice at the microscopic. In the concrete
making process, PVA can well wrap the aggregate to form a waterproof coating because of its ductility
and adhesion [37], and is not easy to break.

For ITZ, Maso [38] described it in detail: First, in the new concrete, a water film is formed around the
large aggregates, which causes the water-cement ratio around the aggregates to be higher than the distant
parts (the mortar). Then, same as the body of cement paste, the calcium, sulfate, hydroxide, and
aluminate ions produced by the decomposition of calcium sulfate and calcium aluminate in the ITZ
combine to form ettringite and calcium hydroxide. Due to the high water-cement ratio, the products
around these coarse aggregates are coarser crystals, thus forming a skeleton structure with more pores
than the cement paste or mortar body.

It can be seen from Fig. 5 that although there are coarse calcium hydroxide (CH) crystals generate in ITZ
of PA-concrete, but the ITZ is compact on the micro level. The reason is that the PVA coating is hydrophilic
and waterproof (Fig. 4). This will decrease the water-cement ratio around the coated aggregate compare with
uncoated aggregate [26,39]. The main reason why the ITZ of SA concrete is not compact on micro level
compare with that of PA concret may be that the surface tension caused by the hydrophobicity [40]
makes it easy to form a water film on the surface of the modified aggregate. ITZ with lower compactness
is often filled with larger crystals. Larger crystals have poor bonding ability, not only because of the weak
of van der Waals’ force but also because there is the tendency to form a preferred orientation layer [41].
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The ITZ is the weak link in the strength chain and is usually regarded as the strength limiting phase.in
ordinary concrete [36]. Due to the effects of dry shrinkage, thermal shrinkage and external loads, there is
a strain difference between the matrix and the aggregate, and the ITZ is prone to cracking at this time
[42]. Subsequently, the micro-cracks develop and coalesce with each other, increasing the permeability of
the system. In summary, ITZ with a large water-cement ratio will deteriorate the impermeability and
strength of concrete.

Figure 5: Micro-analysis of PA and SA concrete
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For NMR of PA and SA concrete, the permeability coefficient- K(mD) is estimated through the NMRT2

test results based on the Coates and SDRmodels, the result is shown in Table 4, where,[ is porosity, %; FFI
is free fluid porosity, %; BVI is bound water porosity, %; T2GM is geometric mean of T2 distribution
mD/(ms2p.u.4); C is coefficient; a is 4; b is 2. From the T2 spectrum of Fig. 5, the T2 spectrum of PA
concrete has only one peak, and the relaxation time is in the range of 0.1–1 ms indicating that PA
concrete has only one pore size, it corresponds to the gel pores in the concrete matrix. The T2 spectrum
of SA concrete has 3 peaks, and the relaxation times are in the range of 0.1�1 ms, 10�100 ms and
100�1000 ms respectively indicating that SA concrete not only has gel pores, but also larger pores
formed by the decrease of ITZ compactness. These are consistent with the SEM observations.

3.3 Mechanical Mechanism
PVA will form a film on the surface of the concrete, as shown in Fig. 6.

Table 4: Permeability coefficient based on NMR

Estimation method Calculation model Concrete Permeability coefficient/mD

Coates with Cut-off
K ¼ [

C

� �a FFI

BVI

� �b PA 0.0024

SA 1.216e-4

Coates with Spectral Cut-off
K ¼ [

C

� �a FFI

sBVI

� �b PA 0.0222

SA 0.0018

Log Mean K ¼ C[aTb
2GM PA 1.5542e-4

SA 6.7687e-6

Figure 6: PVA film on the concrete

It is observed by optical microscope that the greater the PVA concentration, the more obvious the surface
gloss of the concrete. The reason is that the concentration increases, the thicker the film is. This is verified by
the failure of PS concrete also: With the concentration increases, the less fragment drop and the dilatancy of
PS concrete is more obvious. The reason is that due to the end effect [43], the largest lateral displacement
occurs in the middle part of the specimen, and the lateral displacement is restricted by the PVA film,
forming dilatancy. To research the influence of PVA film on the mechanical properties of the surface of
concrete, a rebound hammer is used to test rebound values of PS-concrete. And the values of NA, PS5,
PS10, and PS15 are about 39.18, 40.01, 39.01, and 38.89, respectively. There is no significant difference
in the rebound values of PS-concrete with different concentrations indicating that PVA film does not
affect the hardness of the surface of the concrete [44].
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The ultrasonic pulse rate method is a commonly used non-destructive testing method that has the
characteristics of high detection sensitivity, it is sensitive to concrete density and uneven components
[44]. The ZT801 rock mass parameter measuring instrument was used to measure the ultrasonic velocity
of the concrete with the 4 flat surface of the specimen as the test point, then take the average, sampling
period is 0.2 us. The bond strength of the interface can be characterized by point load strength [45]. We
use a point load instrument to explore the influence of the modified aggregate on bond strength. For each
concrete specimen, we take about 10 fragments with a diameter of about 6 cm containing the interface
and measure the point load strength of the interface. After removing the maximum and minimum values,
the average value is taken as the interface bonding strength; Compressive strength is one of the most
important performances of concrete. The uniaxial compressive strength test is carried out with a loading
rate of 4k N/s. Each test is replicated 3 times. The ultrasonic velocity, load point strength and
compressive strength of aggregate-improvement concrete is shown in Fig. 7.

For ultrasonic velocity, the ultrasonic velocity of both SA and PA concrete will decrease with the
increase of concentration, and it decrease by about 3.7% and 0.5% of PA and SA concrete for every 2%
increase of the concentration. The main reason for the ultrasonic variation of concrete is the influence of
ITZ and modified aggregate. It is known from Chapter 3.1 that different PVA concentrations have similar
hydrophilicity, so the difference of ITZ on the ultrasonic velocity can be ignored. The main reason that
affects the ultrasonic velocity is the thickness of the PVA film covering the aggregate. The greater the
concentration, the thicker the film, and the lower the ultrasonic velocity, this is consistent with the
observation results for the surface of modified concrete by optical microscope. Due to the hydrophobicity
of the surface of the aggregate after silane-modified, the influence of the water film is ignored. The main
reason why the ultrasonic velocity of SA-concrete decreases with the increase of the concentration may
also be that the thickness of silane impregnation agent film increases with the increase of the
concentration, but because the film is extremely thin, the increase in thickness is also very weak, so the
decrease of the ultrasonic velocity of SA is very small compared with PA.

Bond strength of the interface of PA-concrete decreases with the increase of concentration, it decreases
by about 14.5% for every 2% increase of concentration. Combining microscopic and ultrasonic, it is known
that the main factor affecting the adhesion of the interface of PA-concrete is the thickness of the PVA film.
The thicker the film, the weaker the adhesion. But bond strength of the interface of SA concrete has no
obvious variation with the change of concentration, it is proximately 54.0% of the bond strength of NA
concrete. The reason is that due to the hydrophobicity of the silane film, the aggregate and the liquid
mortar cannot combine well, resulting in weak adhesion.

The uniaxial compressive strength of PA-concrete decreases with the increase of the concentration and
the relationship curve is concave. The compressive strength of the PA-concrete decreases by about 10% for
every 2% increase of concentration. The compressive strength of SA-concrete is lower than the control
specimen but there is little difference with the change of concentration, it is approximately 77.5% of NA
concrete in the concentration range of 6% to 14%. The influence of the matrix on strength of concrete is
ignored under the same water-cement ratio and the strength of most aggregates plays a very small role
[46], so the destruction of concrete depends on the other 2 phases-interface and ITZ. The interface and
ITZ are the weakest links in the strength chain. Referring Mohr-Coulomb theory [47], the main factors
affecting the strength of the interface are the interfacial bonding strength and interfacial friction. From the
result, the unconfined compressive strength and interfacial bonding strength of PA-concrete show good
consistency. The thicker the PVA film, the lower the concrete strength. The reason for the decrease is that
the PVA film not only reduces the interfacial bonding strength but also the film has a certain lubricating
effect and reduces friction [37]. The unconfined compressive strength and interfacial bonding strength of
SA-concrete show good consistency, and both are lower than NA-concrete. The reason is that the
hydrophobicity reduces the bonding strength, thereby reducing the compressive strength.
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Ignoring the refraction effect of sound through the different media, the thickness of coating of aggregate
based on ultrasonic velocity can be calculated according to the following. The overall thickness of the film
inside the concrete that has an effect on the ultrasonic velocity is defined as the equivalent film thickness.
Assuming that the aggregates are all standard spheres, the thickness of the surface of the concrete that the
ultrasonic actually through is defined as the inductive film thickness, as shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 7: Mechanical analysis of PA and SA concrete
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Based on the assumption of equivalent film thickness, the measured ultrasonic have the relationship as
follows:

Vd � l ¼ Vc l � uð Þ þ Vp � u (2)

where, Vd is the ultrasonic velocity of modified concrete, km/s; Vc is the ultrasonic velocity of unmodified
concrete, km/s; l is the side length of the concrete cube specimen, mm; Vp is the ultrasonic velocity of the
modified material in solid state, km/s. Based on the assumption of the inductive film thickness, it is not
difficult to draw the following:

ha ¼
R x¼dþi
x¼0 hxdx

�
dj (3)

And,

hx ¼ ydþi � yd ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dj þ i
� �2 � x2

q
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dj

2 � x2
q

0 � x � dj þ i; 0 � y � dj þ i (4)

where, hx is the inductive thickness at x, mm; i is the thickness of the coating, mm; dj is the diameter of the
aggregate, mm; Then the equivalent film thickness–l(mm) and the inductive film thickness-ha(mm) should
have the following volume equation:

ul ¼ 2p
Xn
j¼1

dj
2

� �2

� ha � kj (5)

kj is the number of aggregates with a diameter of dj in a unit volume; Aggregate and cement have the
following quality relationships:

Va ¼ g� mc=qa (6)

where, Va is the total volume of aggregate in the unit volume of concrete, cm³. mc is the total mass of cement
in a unit volume of concrete, g; qa is aggregate density, g/cm³. g is the quality relationship between aggregate
and cement. For the total volume of aggregate-Va:

Va ¼ 4p=3
Xj¼n

j¼1

kj dj=2
� �3

(7)

Figure 8: Equivalent film thickness-u and inductive film thickness-h
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kj can be solved by incorporating Eq. (5) into Eq. (6) combining with the aggregate gradation. Solved by
Eq. (1) we can get u. Bring u, kj and Eq. (2) into Eq. (4), i can be solved. Since the aggregate is assumed to be
a sphere,[ ¼ 0:66 is used for shape conversion. The film thickness corresponding to 4%, 6%, 8% and 10%
concentration of PVA is about 29.00 mm, 41.12 mm, 63.82 mm and 98.77 mm respectively using the above
method, the calculation results are roughly consistent with the engineering application data.

3.4 Deformation Characteristics
The unconfined compressive stress-strain curve of PA and SA concrete under unconfined uniaxial

compression is shown in Fig. 9 (The stress-strain curve of SA10 is not obtained because of the equipment
failure).

PA-concrete shows obvious plastic deformation. For normal concrete, the cracks between the matrix and
the transition zone rapidly expand to make the entire crack system continuous after the concrete stress
exceeds 75% of the ultimate load but the deformation of PA-concrete is very slow at this stage. And SA-
concrete presents obvious brittle deformation. The chord modulus is used to characterize the elastic
modulus [48], and the variation of the elastic modulus and ultimate strain of PA and SA concrete with the
concentration is analyzed, as shown in Fig. 10.

Figure 9: Stress-strain curve of PA and SA concrete
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The elastic modulus and maximum deformation of PA-concrete decrease and increase respectively with
the increase of the concentration. So the PVA has a positive effect on the plastic characteristics of PA-
concrete and plastic characteristic has a good correlation with concentration. The elastic modulus and
ultimate deformation of SA-concrete do not change significantly with different concentrations, indicating
that although the aggregate modification by silane will reduce the compressive strength of the concrete, it
has no obvious effect on the stress and strain of the concrete, and all show obvious brittle deformation.
The plastic characteristics of PA-concrete and brittle deformation of SA-concrete are also shown in the
failure form in Fig. 11.

The fragments do not fall after the PA-concrete is destroyed. P6, PA8, and PA10 concrete show
dilatancy. Shear cracks generally form an angle of 20°~30° with the load direction. Traditional plastic
concrete is a flexible wall material formed by replacing most of the cement in normal concrete with clay
and/or bentonite. Since the elastic modulus of the concrete cut-off wall in the earth dam is very different
from that of the foundation, the settlement and displacement of the foundation put a lot of pressure on the
top of the cut-off wall and a lot of friction on the side causing the stress is sometimes much higher than
the strength of concrete inside of the cut-off wall, and the strain is much higher than the ultimate strain of

Figure 10: Deformation analysis of PA and SA concrete
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concrete causing cracks in the wall and reducing the impermeability. To solve this problem, plastic concrete
has appeared. It has a much smaller elastic modulus than common concrete or clay concrete and is similar to
the deformation modulus of the surrounding soil, so it can adapt to the deformation of the foundation well
and greatly reduce stress in the wall, and prevent cracking [49]. PA concrete shows plastic deformation, so
this method can be considered to combine with the method of adding bentonite or clay to increase the
plasticity of the matrix while increasing the plasticity of the aggregate to make plastic concrete with
stronger crack resistance and this method can also reduce the amount of bentonite. There is no obvious
variation in the failure form of SA-concrete. Shear cracks generally form an angle of 20°~30° with the
load. After the concrete is destroyed, a large amount of fragments fall and there is no dilatancy.

The strength and strain characteristics of concrete with organic coating aggregate can be estimated
reference to the following formulas:

ri ¼ e
�Di=x1 r0 � x2ð Þ þ x2 x1 ¼ 28:69� 0:9 x2 ¼ 23:63� 0:3 (8)

Ei ¼ e
�Di=w1 E0 � w2ð Þ þ w2 w1 ¼ 36:30� 8:0 w2 ¼ 19:46� 2:0 (9)

et ¼ v3Diþ e0 v3 ¼ 0:0074� 0:0025 (10)

where r is uniaxial compressive strength; Mpa; E is elasticity modulus, GPa; e is limit deformation, mm.

4 Conclusion

1. Humidity determines the alkali-aggregate reaction. As a hydrophilic waterproof material, PVA can
improve the waterproofness of concrete and aggregate significantly, and wrap aggregate well.
Concentration will increase the thickness of the PVA film, but it does not improve its waterproofness and
hydrotropism. As a hydrophobic waterproof material, silane waterproofing agent can improve the
waterproofness of concrete and aggregate significantly too, but it is easy to desquamate from the
aggregate during the deformation of the concrete. In terms of water waterproofness, PVA is suit for
aggregate and silane is suit for concrete surfaces.

2. PVA coating not only reduces the interfacial adhesion but also reduces frictional resistance of the
aggregate surface, and it will improve the ITZ. Aggregate modified concrete by PVA shows obvious
plastic deformation and it shows good consistency with film thickness which can be calculated by the
ultrasonic velocity of concrete. This paper gives the relationship between plastic properties and film
thickness which provides a certain reference for the application of aggregate with organic coating in
plastic concrete technology. The aggregate modified by silane waterproofing agent can also reduce the

Figure 11: Failure patterns of PA and SA concrete
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interfacial adhesion because of the hydrophobicity of the aggregate surface. Its concrete still shows obvious
brittle deformation.
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